Recently developed techniques allow genomic DNA sequencing from single microbial cells [1] . Here, we focus on research strategies for putting these methods into practice in the laboratory setting. An immediate consequence of single cell sequencing is that it provides an alternative to culturing organisms as a prerequisite for genomic sequencing.
Introduction
Single microbial cell isolation and propagation in axenic cultures has been the primary means of obtaining sufficient DNA for genomic sequencing. However, the vast majority of bacterial and archaeal taxa remain uncultivated [2, 3] . The inaccessibility of genomic DNA from these organisms led to the development of cultivation-independent methods, based on the extraction and analysis of DNA from entire environmental microbial communities. The PCR amplification and sequencing of ribosomal RNA genes is widely used for taxonomic characterization of uncultured microbial assemblages [4] . Direct 3 cloning and sequencing of environmental DNA, or metagenomics, has provided an enormous increase in our understanding of the genes, and their encoded proteins, present in the environment [5] [6] [7] . The metagenomic approach was recently used to nearly double the number of identified proteins [8] and to unveil community-wide patterns in gene and taxa distributions among various habitats [6, 9] . Metagenomic sequencing of extremely simple microbial communities enabled genome reconstruction of their predominant members [10] [11] [12] . However, even very large sequencing efforts proved unsuitable for genome assemblies and metabolic reconstruction of the members of complex communities. The assembly and analysis of discrete microbial genomes from the environment thus remains a difficult yet fundamental requirement of biological research.
A new strategy has been developed that addresses these limitations by enabling study of single cells without culturing [1] . DNA from individual cells can be amplified in sufficient quantities for use as templates in genomic sequencing. The multiple displacement amplification (MDA) method [13] [14] [15] generates micrograms of DNA from the several femtograms present in a typical bacterium. MDA is based on isothermal (30C) strand displacement synthesis in which the highly processive phi29 DNA polymerase repeatedly extends random primers on the template as it concurrently displaces previously synthesized copies [1] . The ability to sequence from single cells using the amplified DNA was demonstrated by Raghunathan et al. with flow sorted E. coli, Myxococcus xanthus, and B. subtilis [16] . Some sequence information may be lost during the process of cell lysis and single genome amplification. Extensive portions of the genome, however, have been obtained from previously inaccessible species including novel soil bacteria [17] , a species of Crenarchaeota [18] , the marine organism Prochlorococcus [19] , TM7 from soil and human oral cavity, a candidate phylum for which no sequenced members had existed [20, 21] , and from uncultured marine Flavobacteria containing proteorhodopsins (TW, RS unpublished). An estimated 70% of the genome was recovered from a single filament (containing a few hundred cells) of an uncultivated species of Beggiatoa [22] . Even this partial draft has dramatically advanced the biological research by revealing the presence of enzymes for sulfur-oxidation, nitrate-and oxygen-respiration and CO 2 -fixation supporting a putative lithoautotrophic metabolism proposed for Beggiatoa in 1888. High throughput sorting and amplification of large arrays of novel environmental single cells enables large-scale screening of these single amplified genomes (SAGs) by PCR for multiple phylogenetic and metabolic marker genes [23] . Initial PCR screening allows sequencing efforts to be focused on taxa of interest and with some prequalification that the MDA reactions chosen for sequencing contain substantial coverage of the genome [1] .
Preparation of microbial cell fractions from the environment
Enrichment of a microbial fraction from environmental samples facilitates isolation of single cells. Soil was pretreated by density gradient centrifugation prior to single cell isolation [18, 21] . For aquatic samples, tangential filtration should be considered if concentration of the biomass is necessary [24] . Collection of air samples for genomic 5 analysis is a relatively new area. Sampling of microbes for culturing has been extensively researched [25] [26] [27] . Methods include impaction, liquid impingement, filtration, and electrostatic precipitation [28] . Each of these allows documentation of concentrations and compositions in air samples. Impaction, filtration, or electrostatic precipitation primarily collect samples on a semisolid or solid surface such as a culture plate or porous membrane filter and, therefore, are less suitable for isolation of viable single cells. Liquid impingement-type air collectors, which suspend cells in a solution that can be used to isolate single cells, allow for high efficiency particulate capture in ranges of 1-10 µm in a liquid medium [29, 30] . In addition, bacteria associated with airborne particles in the requisite size range may also be captured.
Isolation of single cells
Depending on desired throughput and the environment and organisms targeted, single cells have been isolated for use in MDA reactions by dilution [17, 19] , fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) [16, 23] , micromanipulation [31] and microfluidics [20, 32] .
Cell sorting by FACS can isolate thousands of cells in minutes [16, 21, 23] . Potentially, single cell sorting can be combined with fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) to enrich for specific taxa [21, 33, 34] . Cells can be sorted into microplates (96 and 384 well format) facilitating automation of DNA amplification by MDA and downstream analyses.
Micromanipulation methods can be divided in two categories. Optical tweezers have been described for single cell isolation and cultivation [35, 36] , but not in the context of whole genome amplification and sequencing. Mechanical micromanipulation (based on equipment used for in-vitro fertilization) in combination with modern research 6 microscopy enables selection of single cells with high confidence [31] . It has been used in combination with FISH to select specific populations from environmental samples for single cell DNA amplification by MDA [17, 18] . While micromanipulation is a relatively low throughput method compared to flow sorting, it is a powerful research tool that allows observation of cell morphology, documentation by imaging, and a high degree of certainty that a single cell was captured and delivered to the reaction vessel for Finally, microfluidic systems for combined cell sorting and DNA amplification are a promising new technology exhibiting decreased MDA bias compared to standard reactions [32] . E. coli cells isolated by an on-chip integrated procedure and subjected to a 60nl MDA reaction enabled highly accurate pyrosequencing (www.roche.com). Over 99% of contigs correctly mapped to the known E. coli genome and only 0.36% of 7 sequence reads failed to map to E. coli boding well for the more challenging task of sequencing uncultured species.
Amplification of DNA by MDA
Amplification of a single copy microbial genome is a process highly susceptible to contamination. Purity of the MDA reagents is critical 1 . The level of care required is similar to that needed for PCR reactions from low template amounts (PCR Application Manual; www.roche-applied-science.com) and includes use of dedicated pipetters, standard methods to create work areas and instruments free of DNA contamination (e.g. use of bleach and UV light), and care in work flow design. Appropriate blank controls should be included for each experiment. While DNA artifacts [15] , such as primer dimers and higher molecular weight DNAs derived from them, are synthesized in blank reactions (as measured by PicoGreen assay), sequence specific assays such as PCR should not generate amplicons. Fortunately, in the presence of even a single genome copy as template, specific amplification dominates and artifact synthesis should be low [16, 32] .
The quality of the amplified DNA should be evaluated prior to full-scale genomic sequencing with respect to DNA contamination and MDA bias. The first step in evaluating the purity of MDA amplicons can be fingerprinting (e.g. terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism, T-RFLP) [23] and sequencing of SSU rRNA PCR products [16, 17] . Multiple broad-range primer sets, including those designed for bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes, should be used. More challenging is the evaluation of MDA 8 bias. If a reference genome is available, qPCR of multiple genomic loci can be performed to quantify loci representation [15, 16, 32] . However, this is more difficult for novel phylotypes, due to the lack of well-tested universal primers for genes other than the SSU rRNA. Nevertheless, the SSU rRNA-based phylogeny of a novel genome may help in designing narrow-range primers and probes for conserved single copy genes such as recA. Lastly, quality of the amplified DNA may be evaluated by low-level shotgun sequencing. The reads of such pre-sequencing could be analyzed for GC content distribution or other intrinsic DNA signatures [37] , and BLAST [38] against GenBank, as a genome-wide DNA purity evaluation, while a read redundancy check enables MDA bias assessment.
Single cell genomic sequencing
For many laboratories, sequencing the complete genome of a single cell is a major objective. Some practical experience is now emerging from major sequencing centers on best procedures and performance expectations. The amplified DNA is suitable for Sanger sequencing, pyrosequencing (www.roche.com) [39] or Illumina sequencing (www.illumina.com) [40] . The dramatic increase in pyrosequence read length and the [19] . This generated a consensus sequence of 1.9 Mb in 17 contigs, with the largest contig being approximately 700 Kb, indicating the great potential of these methods to achieve a single cell genome reconstruction.
The uneven representation of the genomic information (Figure 2a ) due to amplification bias adds cost and labor to the process of obtaining high-quality assembly and finishing.
The bias is a random process [16] and thus sequences underrepresented in MDA products from one cell may be obtained by MDA from another cell of the same taxon. Using single cell MDAs has the advantage that these can be pre-screened by PCR for any known or suspected sequences to confirm their identity. Alternatively, multiple identical cells may be pooled prior to the MDA to reduce bias [16] . Moreover, several strategies have been proposed to increase uniform amplification, including the decrease in MDA reaction volumes [32] and supplementing amplification reactions with polyethylene glycol or single-strand binding proteins and spermidine [42, 43] .
Recently, the complete genome was reported for an uncultivable bacteria derived from protists inhabiting the termite gut [44] . The genome was reconstructed by carrying out MDA on multiple bacterial cells derived from a single protist host cell so that individual cells were expected to have only slight genome variations (genomovars). While exciting progress on the biology and biochemistry of these bacteria resulted from this work, it will be important to remember that the current genome is a composite from multiple individuals. Similarly, the first reported human genome was a composite of individuals [45, 46] and even the recently completed genome of a single individual [47] was derived from many cells differing by somatic mutations.
The implications of using reconstructed genomes for bacteria will be affected by the genetic diversity of the species which has proven to be exceedingly variable in many cases [8] . However, single cell genomics may offer some advantages over other methods. Metagenomic shotgun sequencing provides gene frequencies at the community level but rarely reveals the genetic linkage of sequences within individuals.
Metagenomics can fail to distinguish where highly variable sequences are present in one species or highly homologous sequences are derived from divergent groups. In contrast, single cell sequencing resolves evolutionary distance between two cells, although the genome from each may be incomplete. Of critical importance, single cell sequencing also provides the biological context of observing what is really possible in individuals where genetic linkage has been driven by natural selection. Finally, single cell sequencing may provide a new means for addressing the highly intractable problem of genetic diversity even where the traditional terminology of "species" is not applicable. In these cases of extreme variation the concept of a "pan-genome" (the range of sequences present) and "core-genome" (the defining sequences essential to the group) have been used instead of relying on the more limiting terminology of species [8, 48] . Single cell sequencing can contribute a measurement of the diversity between multiple cells and the sequence context and genetic linkage needed to define boundaries of the pan-genome.
What can one expect from sequencing data of a novel single amplified genome? Current MDA protocols enable the reconstruction of major portions of the genome from one cell of an uncultured microorganism obtained from a complex community, a goal that is currently not attainable with other methods. Single cell MDA products from Prochlorococcus [19, 21] , E. coli [32] and TM7 [20] recovered up to 70% of their genomes. For the marine Flavobacterium we recovered approximately 80% of the genome, with genome size estimate based on the presence of single copy genes.
Evaluation of the genome recovery as a function of our sequencing effort indicates nearsaturation, i.e. additional shotgun sequencing would mostly result in repeated sampling of the over-amplified genomic regions (Figure 2b) . Recovery of the remaining 20% of the genome and genome closure may require a combination of approaches including use of multiple cells, integration of single cell and metagenomic data [2] or, potentially, use of information in the sequence drafts to guide successful development of culture methods, still a paramount goal of the biological research. At present, partial genomes and completed composite genomes are sufficient for many exciting applications.
Conclusions
Methods for the analysis of single cells from environmental samples have matured over the past several years and are now ready to be employed for discoveries in basic research and biotechnology. Efforts continue to improve the MDA reaction enzymology to reduce bias and chimeric rearrangements. However, even with current limitations, single cell sequencing should enable rapid progress identifying metabolic properties and ecological adaptations in the great numbers of uncultivated microorganisms. In addition, it provides a new method to examine patterns in inter-and intra-species genetic variation in evolutionary, phylogenetic, and epidemiological studies. Single cell sequencing, combined with metagenomics, will be a powerful tool for addressing the complexity when species encompass a broad range of sequences and distinct boundaries between species are unclear. Finally, analysis of the microbial cell provides an indispensable view of the living organism. As in the case of the human genome, there is much to learn at the level of the individual.
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Response to reviewer's comments
Submitted manuscript: Genomic sequencing of single microbial cells from environmental samples.
We thank the reviewers for their helpful comments and believe that the resulting changes have strengthened the manuscript.
Reviewer 1 1. The reviewer appropriately asked for clarification on the need for a new review article following the review in 2007 on single cell sequencing.
The "Summary of Recent Advances" section has been largely rewritten to address the differences between the two reviews. The earlier review has been cited as reference 1 and the focus of this review is made clear in the opening with the revised sentences:
"Recently developed techniques allow genomic DNA sequencing from single microbial cells (1) . Here, we focus on research strategies for putting these methods into practice in the laboratory setting."
In the new review, emphasis is placed on practical considerations for researchers attempting to use these methods in their own laboratories. The subsection on "Preparation of microbial cell fractions from the environment" is new material and also addresses exciting advancements in the collection of microbes from air samples. The next subsection on "isolation of single cells" also has a greater focus on specific laboratory applications and directs readers to specific references and the experimental needs addressed. Comments are relevant to desired throughput, removal of free DNA, and the cell densities required in environmental samples. This section continues the focus towards hands on laboratory practices. The subsection "Amplification of DNA by MDA" gives practical information on avoiding DNA contamination and also on the quality control assays that can be used to evaluate the amplified DNA.
We have also addressed frequent requests from researchers to explain "how much of the genome will be obtained from one cell", "how much effort and cost must be budgeted", and "what are the implications of the inability to close genomes due to loss of sequence during MDA". These questions are extensively addressed in figure 2 and the subsection on "Single cell genomic sequencing". The need for this discussion was made very clear to us in the time since the writing of the earlier review. Of particular importance were discussions at two meetings including the first dedicated to single cell sequencing technology (Bigelow Harbor, 2007, organized by one of us (RS)), and the Banbury conference on Metagenomics this year (attended by RL). At both meetings these issues were extensively explored. Also addressed at these meetings were important questions that have emerged over the past 2 years on the proper interpretation and use of single cell data. The need for this has increased as genomic sequences from single cells have begun to appear in public databases. Of Detailed Response to Reviewers critical importance is the discussion on the use of sequences derived from more than one cell to obtain the "complete genome". This new publication underscores both the great potential of the methods and the need to initiate a discussion in the research community on the strengths, limitations, and correct use of single cell and metagenomic data.
In conclusion, we think that the rapid adoption of single cell methods and the surge in data added to public data bases makes this new review a timely contribution.
2. The reviewer asked for inclusion of work on stable isotope labeling combined with MDA. We are aware of work using this method to obtain bulk DNA, but it is not demonstrated as a single cell method as far as we are aware. Its applicability is for metagenomic studies of communities and the ability to obtain mixed DNA from multiple organisms. Therefore, we respectfully think it diverges from this review's focus. We are not aware of "auto-radiography" applications with MDA and would appreciate receiving a reference on this if published. 3. We have deleted the section on micro-mass spectrometry as asked for. Reviewer 2 1. Reviewer 2 also asked for clarification on the need for a new review following the review in 2007 on single cell sequencing and our response is given in point 1 above.
